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hiding the fleet 
river: 1845

current fleet sewer

^ farringdon road in london
the former fleet river has turned into a sewer

^ creating windows along the fleet valley
the former course of the fleet river shown as a blue dotted line; the current fleet sewer shown in yellow

river Thames

the place where the Fleet river would 
cross the oldest church of London

current course of the Fleet sewer

the place where two tributaries 
of the former Fleet river joined

river sources of the 
former Fleet river

former course of the Fleet river

the place where the former river and the 
current sewer drop down 1 m. in height

the place where the Holborn bridge 
crosses the depth of the river valley

the place where the former river 
meets the river Thames
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For those living in the city who are searching for nature don’t need to look far. Underneath our cities we can discover hidden 

landscapes that offer great opportunity for special and vulnerable biotopes.The project ‘Nature is Under your Feet’ focuses on the 

city of London, where many of the former tributaries of the Thames are now buried beneath the city. These small side rivers were 

once the starting point for people to settle down, but because of heavy pollution in the industrial era, they have been turned into 

hidden brick sewage systems. Focussing on one of these sewers, the project aims to find new ways of connecting the city with its 

subterranean landscape. After turning one of the historical sewers – the Fleet Sewer – into a separated, clean watercourse, a series 

of six carefully chosen cut-outs have been designed, where day-light and fresh air is allowed to come in. These ‘windows’ not only 

let people discover the underground landscape of the city, they also provide unique conditions for a fragile nature that can flourish 

without the disturbance of the hectic urban life on top. From river source to river outlet, the sewer sinks deeper and deeper into the 

soil, which causes every ‘window’ to have its own specific characteristics and habitat. ‘Nature is Under your Feet’ aims to discover if 

the hidden structure of the Fleet Sewer could be a chance to create a ‘new nature’. One that cannot survive the harsh city life on top, 

but which can facilitate a whole new type of habitat: a fragile nature to be discovered under your feet.
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hampstead heath  |  river source
the wilderness’ spring

kentish town  |  river joint
Camden’s rain gardens

st. pancras old church  |  holy river
the church and the holy well reconnected

ray street  |  river terrace
the Fleet falls

holborn viaduct  |  river valley
the bridge house reclaimed

blackfriars  |  river outlet
space for tides during high water

^ sections and visuals showing the six different windows along the fleet sewer



100 m

± 10 km. or 2 hours walking

blackfriars  |  river outlet
7 meters below street level

st. pancras old church  |  holy river
3 meters below street level

ray street  |  river terrace
4 - 5 meters below street level

holborn viaduct  |  river valley
6 meters below street level

hampstead heath  |  river source
on surface

kentish town  |  river joint
1.5 meters below street level

^ a place for a fragile new nature along the course of the fleet sewer
each window to the underground contains its own specific conditions and habitat

^ zoomed in section of the river outlet
due to the many different levels on this location, people can discover a tidal nature on three different levels undergound

river Thames

Blackfriars Bridge

Thames Tideway Tunnel

Fleet sewer

overflow point



water level during low tide

fish from the river Thames 
are able to swim upstream

existing brick wall of the 
Fleet sewer

glazed brick showing the 
transition between old and 
new walls

Mitten Crabs can find shelter 
in the textured bricks

plants such as these Brass 
Buttons can root well in the 
joint made of chalk cement

the topwall will be finished off 
with glazed bricks to keep it 
free of vegetation

Populus alba can handle the 
salinity of the river Thames

London Stock Bricks made 
from local clay

water level during high tide

^ model fragment of the final window
reconnecting the Fleet sewer with the river Thames by letting in the tides

^ visuals showing the final window during low and high tide
experiencing a tidal nature in the centre of the city

> detail of the new walls on top of the old sewer
creating space for a new nature

river Thames

Blackfriars Bridge

new staircase connecting the 
bridge level with quay level

opening the door 
of the Fleet sewer

tidal space containing 
species such as:

new opening bringing daylight 


